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THE CHAIRMAN: Our Ayenda today calls for a consideration of Articles

53, 57 and 58 of the United States.-Draft Charter. Article 53

concerns voting in the Conference. At one of our recent meetings

it was agreed that a paper on that subject should be prepared by

the United Kingdom Delegation and distributed to this Committee

in advance of this meeting. That has been done, and I think it

would be appropriate at this time to call upon the Delegate of the

United Kingdom to discuss his memorandum.

MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom) Having fulfilled our undertaking, I

am not sure that, as representing the United Kingdom, I have very

much to say. The paper has now been distributed, and I think

it probably speaks for itself. We have made it as brief as we

could, and we have left a certain amount unsaid, because we felt

that if a decision in principle -to have a system of weighted

voting were taken, it would be probably a matter very appropriate

to any Drafting Committee which may be set up at the end of this

Session to work out the scheme in more detail.

The paper, as you will see, starts with a general paragraph

which is simply intended to draw attention to the fact that

countries which will be Members, we hope, of the Organisation

are bound, for various reason, whetherr by their size or the

structure of their economy, to have rather differing interests

in the principles and details of the Organisation.
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I would poinnt out that th main criterion of ar interest in -n

organisation of this, sort is a countrs share in, or contribution to,

inwternational trade. We feel that hile the principle of one State

one vote has much to recommend it on the grounds of mere simplicity.,
the sort of field whicnmh is covered by the proposed inteational organ-

virsation is one which lends itself ey properly to a certain functional

recognition. Therde, was, as we explain in the seconmain paragraph

of the paper, in the prnmoposals of the United States Goverent in

December 1945 a proviestsionn whereby a certain number of ba o the

Exwecutive Bard of the bganiaaion -oud be reserved permanently

for certain countries, or would be atany rate allotted to countries

pre ably having, a particular interest in the objects and principles

of thove Organisation. Now that prision disappeared when we came

to examine the United States Draft Charter, and that paragraph is

merely designed to call attention too the fact that the document t

which we had expressed our agreement, on certain points at any rate,

did differ fro the Charter.

In the third. main paragraph we have attempted to call attention

very shortly to the corresponding provisions in the Conventions or

>emts establishing other bodies akir, rather, to the proposed

oerganisation which we ar attempting to set up. In some cases there

is provision therne fomr npermanent seats o theai directing body, in

other cases there isprovi1ion for weighted voting, and I think that

in one or two cases there is provision for both. As regards the outline

of our proposal, which is given on page 3 of the paper - in the English

text - we suggest a wenay lin which, in very gera terms, our proposal

might be :rked out, I do not think that I need elaborate on that

because of the explanation I have already given, that we should feel the

subject was one which could very properly be studied by the Drafting
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Ccmmitteewith a view to more specific proposals being available to us

when we meet again.

The last paragraph of the paper, that is the third sub-paragrap

on page 3, makes a certain proposal in regard to the length of time for

which an arrangement of this sort should be initially valid. It has

already been stated at a previous meeting of this Committee, on behalf of

at least one Delegation, that a proposal of this kind ought to take

account not only of a country' s actual share in international trade

but also of that country's potentialities in that direction. We have, in

our sketch, suggested tentatively that some weight should be given to

national income, which would be a recognition to some extent of the

claim that we should take into account not only the present but also the

future. We feel ourselves that on the whole that claim, while it

certainly has some validity, will be more satisfactorily looked after

by providing that there should be a periodic review of the weighting, so

that account can be taken from time to time, after a comparatively

short number of years, perhaps, of any marked changes which may have

taken place in the shares in or contributions to international trade

on the part of the various members of the organisation. I do not

think that there is anything further which I need to say at this stage,

or anything with which I could properly delay the proceedings of the

Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: A number of Delegates wish to have the floor, I presume to

discuss the matter that has been put before us by the Delegate of the

United Kingdom, but before I recognize any of them I should like to

suggest that the Committee might be interested to hear at this time a

statement by Mr. Tate, the observer from the International Labour Office

who is here with us, with respect to the manner inwhich the system of

permanentmembership on the Governing Body of the International Labour

Officeoperates. I make thissuggestion because it isvery clearfromourpreviousdiscussion ofthematterof voting in theConference,
-4- vi..n.
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d likewise clcarrom thc stement thich as -ist b 00'

ingdomoztyhtathrreanad submiittd by the Delogae of the. Unted ,- et

is a vr efinclite connecti n btween the subject rtter f Artiele 53

nd Articleom57,eiand it might be haful therefore to our Cmitt6 -n

deiscussweweing th=ter of voting in the C-nfrnc f 7 =reto he

ethis statement fr Mr. Tatwaye at this tinc ith reference, to thie 7

which vooanent inbrsiz of hc Govening Bdy of the International

Labour Omeffice works oult. Would that et the approva of the

Co itee?

5.
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MR QURESHI (India): Mr Chairman, while we welcome the suggestion made by you

that we should hear the observer from the International Labour Office, I

wonder if at this stage it would not be a help to the Committee if we heard

a statement from the representative of the United States as to what were the

considerations which led them to incorporate the changes in the new proposals,

because they have made some considerable change in this respect in the draft

Charter. This, I think, would be very relevant. Again, I wonder, in order

to save time, if the ear-phone system is working all right, whether we could

not do away with the duplicate interpretation, unless it is requested for some

exceptional reason, as that will mean a considerable saving of time. The

formal type of statement may not need that second interpretation.

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, that suggestion requires me to ask the Delegates from Belgium

and France whether it meets with their approval. I am referring, of course,

the suggestion that we use only the simultaneous translation.

MR HOUTMAN (Belgium) (interpretation): Mr Chairman, I agree entirely to have

for today at least just the simultaneous interpretation, if it is used in the

correct manner; but I should not like to see it introduced in a general way

for the future as frequently the system does not work properlyand then

the successive interpretation is very useful.

THE CHAIRMAN: Apparently, for today, simultaneous translation is agreeable to

the Delegates from Belgium and France, The Chair should perhaps add that if

we are to use that system, we had better be a little bit more fastidious in

using the ear-phones.

As to the suggestion of the Delegate of India with regard to the

statement from the United States Delegate regarding the changes that have been

made in the Charter as compared with the original proposals, I should prefer,

if it is acceptable to the Indian Delegate, to have a statement from the

Observer of the International Labour Office first. I think that the statement

from the United States Delegate could be made just as well after that, and it

might be a little better order for us if we took it up in that way.

MRQURESHI (India): That is quite acceptable to us.

THE CHAIRMAN: I will call on Mr Tate.
. ~~ ~ ~~~~~~6,-



MR TATE .(I.L.O.): The Constitution of the International Labour Organisation

provides that of the sixteen persons representing governments eight shall be

appointed by members of chief industrial importance. There is also one

other provision concerning the appointment of the governmentrepresentatives

on the governing Board of the I.L.O., namely, that six of them shall.

represent non-European States.

What, however, interests the Committee particularly is the way in

which the criteria have been drawn up and applied concerning the eight States

of chief industrial importance. Naturally, this question has given rise

to certain difficulties, as was to be expected, but I do not think that it

can be said in any sense that these difficulties have proved to be

insuperable. The first thing to do, of course, was to determine the

criteria and to give these criteria their appropriate weights.

At the very first meeting of the International Labour Conference in

1919, a list had to be improvised by the organising committee, .and this list

gave rise to protests .by certain States which were excluded by the criteria

adopted. As provided by the Constitution of the I.L.O., the question was

then referred to the Council of the League of Nations, and with the assistance

of expert advice detailed criteria were worked out in 1922, which were

applied during the succeeding years until 1934. In 1934 the question had to

be reviewed, because one of the States of chief industrial importance gave

notice of resignation, and at the same time two States, both of indubitable

industrial importance, were admitted to the Organisation. It therefore

followed that at least one, if not two, States hitherto regarded as being

of chief industrial importance would have to retire from the governing body.

The whole question was therefore reviewed very carefully and very

exhaustively, and the governing body had the assistance of a small committee

of experts to advise on the matter. In 1935 they drew up criteria which,

with one slight modification made in 1940, are still in operation. These

criteria, with the modification, are as follows:

Firstly, the scale of contributions to the League of Nations established

by the Assembly of the League, on the basis of national wealth.

7.
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Secondly, the second criterion is based on the table of the

industrial importance of States, prepared on the basis of statistics

compiled by the League Secretariat for its Index of World Production.

The third criterion is the table of the volume of foreign. trade,

both exports and imports, prepared from the statistics compiled by the

League of Nations Secretariat.

Fourthly, total figures of the occupied population.

These criteria natural enough, I think, gave rise to some

protests, but they were adopted; and of course the situation became

easier by the fact that progressively Germany, Italy and Japan left the

Organisation, and the States which had lost their seats regained them.

As I said, before, in 1940 the question came up again, and it was then

decided to maintain these criteria except for the one change which I have

referred to. In 1944, again, a vacancy had to be filled, but in view

of the War it was impossible to apply the criteria at that time, and a

provisional appointment was made on the understanding that the whole list

would be reviewed on the basic of appropriate criteria as soon as

circumstances allowed.

That is the situation at the present time, and while, as I said at

the beginning, the establishment and application of these criteria have

naturally, given rise to difficulties, it does seem that the formula has

permitted. the reserving of quasi-permanent seats for the States of chief

industrial importance, while avoiding complete rigidity ; and no other -

formula to achieve this result has been devised.

If any Delegate, Mr Chairman, woulld like to ask any questions on that

I should be glad to answer to the best of my ability.

MR.COUILLARD(Canada) I should like to ask Mr Tate one question; the details

: might have escaped me. I would like to ask him what is the relative

importance attached to the various criteria that he mentioned..

MRTATE (I.L.O.): The governing body decided, on the advice of the committee

of experts,thattheweighting of the fourcriteriashould the

proportionof 3:3:3:1- that is to say, the first threecriteria are of

equalweight,and the fourth criteria one-third of the weightofthe other
8. ~~~~~8.
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three.

MR. COULLARD (Canada) Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: Before calling on the Delegate of the United States, with regard

to the matter that was mentioned a moment ago by tae Delegate of India, I

should like to recognise the Delegate from Brasil. .

I aso want to thank erMr Tate vt much for this very useful statement

which he has just ugiven to s

CL3Ho B ().(intepretotibn): Mr Chairman, as far as Article 53 is

concerned, which is the Article which we are going to discuss at to'sys

meeting, the Brazilian Delegation would like to make a declaration of a

general nature concerning the British proposal.

rticle 53 in the American draft Charter concerns in its entirety

the democratic principle of thjudiciiial legality and equality of nations.

We hare all recognised that such a principle is the very foundation of all

international relations and international judicial wlas. The proof of

all this is so evident that I have not reeatedthis argument. The

American Government, in preparing the draft Charter, did not want to

forget those democratic principles; nevertheless, we have received a

proposal which has been put forward byhte United Kingdom Delegation, which

proposal, imn y humble opinion, is opposed to this principle. As a matter

of fact, the British Delegation considers in the first place, that the

true criterion which would allow us to evaluate the interest which countries

might have in an International Trade Organisation is the measure in which they

participate in international trade, but this criterion is not a very

correct o.ne Countries that participate in world trade take no less an

interest in trade than the great commercial powers. As a matter of fact,.

the contrary is true. What does really happen is that the nations, in the

initial phase of their commercial expansion, really have the greatest desire

to augment their foreign powers of rchpuase or sale, and they have the

greatest interest in world trade. Moreover, one should not forget that,

in spite of appearances, it is not always the countries with the greatest

ecomnoic power who suffer most when trade exchange is lowered. As their
9
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economic system change, they can alwaysi havee regard to other possiblitis.

The undeveloped countries suffer, most, because when they have lost a little

they have lost all.

In order to facilitate the arguments let us assume that the

considerations offered by the British Delegation are justified.

-..s

0 , ,^', ~~~~~~~~~1... .''
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There mad f coentrolgnizabyon three or four Powers oa t! Oriati `,-.

which is naotucrlly the ery contrazyof the spirit cf o-operation-:

which we are trying to fosterin order to achieve the results ofaur

efAmeforants.eInmenthe original proposal of the ric Govrnt there

was a reference to the princile of the differential vote. This prin-

ciple has beeuln changeod in the present ext, and I shot like taoffer

congratulations to the authors of this change, which establishes

once and for 1r ndume democratic spirit. In the memo a- of the

British duelegation we are reminded of the cmulative vote system which

has already beegenniesadopted by other international as such- as the

Monetkary FIund and the mInternaaytional Ban. t seems to e - I m, of

Course be wrng - tdifferhat nathese agencies are of a very ent.ure

from the onpe whiic.h we riare about to put into ractce Paty of quotas

does to a certain erxtenet determine the value of thei vot and thus

the Braziliang deyse`mbasidon believes that a voti-n szt:-e n the

volume of internationawol trade and on national income uld present

vey gIat difoficulotyenieand --ertain amount cf ncznv-r. It would

be almost impossibole to mdetermine national incme of ember States,

as weohave alreedafdy ulseen, and mit wuld also bifict to deterine

the real volume ef intuntryernational trade of evae cc. The Brazilian

delegation believes thsenoferefore that the proposalt orth in the draft

Charter congrcrng the systewim of votin: o be adopted _'in this

Conference should be adoted just as it stands at the moment and just

as was sopzsed in the original American draft.

TEC1AJAN: n calgl upon the deile.,ate ofhe Urnltedd tte.

MR :wMfOG (UrmaSA); Ur ghipnrn, kinS u- uistionrt the, q'iez' voting in

the Conference, the reason the UniddtedSputate. i nott a provision

for weighted voting into Article 53 beisu,ewebefirst, caslieved the

democrateic principl should apply ein thithiss cas, and .consideration

was extremely well expressed by the delegaeatae of Franct previous

meeting, when he pointed out that a symallrnehcoguntr, v touh small,

might be as seriously involved in questitoens.T.Obefore h I. as a large
31.
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one; that the mere fact of its being small did not diminish the importance

of the question to that country. Also we followed, the precedent set in

the United Nations Charter, which provides with respect to the Assembly

that one country should have one vote. However, we do rocognize that

in some cases it might be necessary to have a difference in the system

of voting. Delegates have probably noticed that in Article 55, for

example, there are provisions for a difference; they provide in Article 55

paragraph 2 for a two-thirds vote and not a simple majority; in

Article 55 (8), again, there is provision for a two-thirds vote. In

connection with the commodity agreements there are special provisions

under which countries particularly involved are those countries which

have more say in the matter. Finally, we were very much influenced by

the fact that we felt it would be very difficult to work out a formula

acceptable to all the members of the I.T.O., and we would like to have

a provision as to voting acceptable to the largest number of countries.

Going on then to the question of permanent seats in the Executive Board,

the same considerations apply. Firsts we are motivated by the democratic

principle which exists in the Economic and Social Council of the United

Nations. As is known, there are no permanent seats on the Economic and

Social Council: and, secondly, we found that in discussing this matter

almost all the proposed formulae working out provisions to provide for

permanent seats had distinct advantages in them and we felt they might

be unacceptable to a large number of the countries who we hope will be

members of the I.T.O. It was for those reasons that we made the provision

in Article 57 as it now stands.

MR. QUESHI (India): Mr Chairman, we find ourselves in complete agreement

with the views expressed by the representative of the United States,

also supported by the Cuban delegate. We are in full agreement in regard

to the democratic principle, and we think, on the whole, it will be very

fair if each country has one vote, irrespective of its size or of its

importance. This will generally create feelings of good will and trust,

and they will find that theyarereally in a committee of the nations
12. .
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country one vote, we turn now to the criteria suggested by the United

Kingdom delegation. Their first criterion is a basic vote for each

country. Proceeding from the previous remarks, we should naturally

like to see that form a very large proportion of any voting strength.
This would ensure that no nation' s voice was so small that it did not

count for something. But the second criterion, the number of votes to

be based on external trade, is obviously one which has got to be the

main criterion if there is to be any system of weighted voting, and

it does measure the importance of individual countries in international

trace, But when one turns to the last criterion mentioned, the number

of votes based on national income, we find ourselves rather out of

sympathy. It may be perhaps that that would not wcrk our way, but

irrespective of that, we think there are important considerations

regarding national income in relation to international trade which

make it a very unsuitable criterion.

15.
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If the national income of a country is large and its trade is

proportionately small, international trade to that country is far

less vital. Therefore, we do not think that decisions on international

trade should be weighted in favour of that country. On the other

hand, if a country has both a large national income and a large

international trade, then its position would already be taken care

of in giving a certain weight to international trade.

Butthere is another criterion which we suggest should be con-

sidered if a weighted voting system is to be considered at all, and

that is the relative importance of international trade to individual

countries. It is the case with certain countries; including a

near neighbour of ours, and perhaps to a lesser excent ourselves,

that any substantial failure of international trade can paralyse

the whole of that country's economic life, and particularly if it

is a small country it may, in certain circumstances, find itself

somewhat powerless and completely at the sway of outside forces.

That in itself, is serious enough, but it would be even more serious

if it were liable to be overborne in international councils by

countries whose dependence on international trade was so much less.

Therefore, we suggest that if this weighted system is to be

considered, that consideration should be given to this factor. The

point has perhaps been put most effectively by Mr. Wilcox, if a his

opening speech for the United States, when he said: "If the

trade of the world were to be governed by rules the opposite of

those contained in the suggested Charter, the United States would

deeplyregret it, but it could adapt itself to the resulting

situation. Its economywould survive the strain. But other

nations inrs e t lessfortuna d eap~ch are J>*; T:hutely einowed tban we are.

ir~~ uldde wcosl nteaeCeSsite-
r~ zjus'eadJ1~For otnt :~ ~~heouldspellL catastproe."

-, *,
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MR. BENDA (Czechoslovakia): As I said at one of our previous meetings

when we started to discuss the question of voting and the composition

of the Executive Board, the. Czechoslovak Delegation finds itself in

sympathy with the observations made by the Delegate for France. As

to voting at the Conference. the Czechoslovak Delegation fully adheres

to the principle of one State, one vote. In our opinion, the

Conference should be a democratic body responsible for the broad

outlines of the policy of ITO, and the system of voting should conform

to the accepted principles and the accepted practice for assemblies

or conferences of other international organisations.

If we introduce a differentt system of voting at the Conference,

we would have to modify other agreed Articles of the Charter

accordingly, and I have some doubts whether we could come to an

agreement. Moreover, since for certain decisions of ITO qualified

majorities are necessary, a system of votes based on total external

trade and/or on national income might perhaps endanger the interests

of less developed countries which, in questions for which the Charter

demands a qualified majority and which concern major problems of

commercial policy vital to the interests of member countries, might

be outvoted by the preponderance of votes of the more developed

countries.

As to the second point raised, that is, the question of the

composition of the Executive Board, the Czechoslovak Delegation agrees

that the Great Powers should have permanent seats on this Board similar

to the Security Council of the United Nations. we think that the

Great Powers ought to be responsible for the day to day execution of

the policy of ITO, and we are quite willing to accept a solution which

would make the Executive Board consist of permanent members and eligible

members. I should like to add that by "Great Powers" we do not mean

only Great Powers in the sense of great trading Powers, so that the

criterion for that is not only purely commercial.

17.
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MR. MERINO (Chile) (Interpretation): The Chilean Delegation, has been

greatly surprised by the proposals made here by the United Kingdom

Delegation concerning voting within the International Trade

Organisation. The Chilean Delegation are greatly surprised that such

serious proposals should be. suggested at a moment when a discussion.

of the subject has alreaddy gone so far. The Chilean Delegation

reserve the right to express its opinion on this problem after it

has consulted its Government.

Nevertheless, I can state even now that we accepted the invitation

to assist at this Conference mowing that the discussions would be

based on the proposals suggested by the United States Government,

proposals which establish a basis of complete equality wherever voting
concerned. This, moreover, is in complete agreement with the

principles expressed in the United Nations Charter. The British

Proposals changes in a fundamental manner this basis of discussion

which had been accepted by us. Without trying to analyse in any

detail the United Kingdom proposals, I believe that we can say even

now that we shall not be able to accept it. However, as I have

already said. before, I shall have to inform my Government of the

state of affairs, and have to await instructions from them, in view

of the gravity of the problem.

MR. CABAL (Brazil): I do not want to elaborate on the proposal made by

the Delegate of the United Kingdom, but I must call attention to the

fact that our Organisation will be neither a political organisation nor

an organisation of the same character as the other organisations. In

the United Nations we can admit the principle of differential voting

because when it is a question of re-establishing peace or the enforcement

of decisions by the United Nations, Great Britain and the United States

would bemoreresponsible than the smaIler countries. In that case I

canunderstand th sp citlbre ea nsitioxi of those two countries and the other

owers. IfOisI~ question of t"the Wod Bank or the Iinternaional

~~~~~. 18..'
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Monetary Fund, I can also understand it, because the quotas are larger.
If the United States brings 7 million dollars and the other countries

briIng only 7,000, can understand the different position, the different

rights, othe. different vtes I can understand that such a thing

would have a certain relevaAnce in Navy or rmy matters. But I

could noti understand i'f in a court a judge had two, or three, or

differential votes.

In this Organisation we shall be more in the nature of a court.

Everybody will be equal, everybody will be voting to maintain fair

international trade. For this reason, I cannot see why a country

ought to have more voting power ninside the Orgaisation. If we want

to destroy this Organisation from the beginning, the best thing we

can do is to establish a differential grade of voting. I am sure

that wmost countries ill be greatly disappointed by the proposal for

a differential vote. As far as we are concerned, we do not agree with

differential voting inside the Organisation, because the rule of a

two-thirds majority is a sufficient guarantee that no decision will be

taken thaot is of any imprtance against the wishes of any big trading

countries.

We camt accept a differential vote because of national income

or becautse of internaiWonal trade. e ought to establish the principle

of equality, the same opportunity, no discrimination all round in this

Organisation. Trade must be equal .for everybody The Rules must be

discussed and voted -- one vote for each country, no differential system

for a Great Power or a small Power.

M. MORAN (Cuba): I expressed the opinion of the Cuban Delegation on this

subject a few days ago, and I want to add very lWittle now. e feel,

like other Dealegations tht have taken the same position, that we would

be happier if tihe Organisaton were based on an equal vWwote footinge

enjoy a feaeling of equlity when we do business. We do not want to feel

19.
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that because of given circumstances, we are not on the same footing

as the other fellow. We want to trade on an. equal basis. As a

matter of fact, I would like now to add only that the Cuban Delegation

would not feel prepared at this time to vote for any other position

than the one which is in the suggested Charter put forward by the

United States.

MR. DAO (China): The Chinese Delegation has always stood in principle

for one Member, one vote. In our opinion, a system of weighted voting

may be admissible if it can be established that the obligations assumed

by some Members of the Organisation are greater than those of the

others, and that there is a common standard which is measurable with

some degree of constancy or accuracy, and by which the importance of

such Member's contributions to the work of the Organisation could be

assessed. However, we have serious doubts about the practicability

of the suggestion made by the United Kingdom Delegation, with regard

to the system of weighted voting based upon the volume of external trade

and/or national income, not only because the suggested criteria are

variable year by year, but also because the methods of evaluation

and estimation are widely different from one country to

another.

~02.
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We find thaimpt in the propsed earbe the obligations zosd. uon Members

re the samome for all mmbers, whether of much econ-v importance of of

less economic imortance. Each ember undertakes to -erform certain

specific duties and to fu'i certain obligations. Both in absolute and

in relative terms the obligations imposed upon Members are identical.

Thereforewe arsin favour of the porposal contained in the draft Charter

with regard to the system; of voting, for the reasons stated by previous

speakers and for those I have just mentioned.

R. VAN T=il; thcrlads):o I am in the unhappy positi n tht I cannot yet

express the views of the Netherlands Delegation on this matter. The

subject matter is vey complicated and I am afraid the 2etherlands

Delegation is still considering the proposals of the United Kingdom Delegate

as well as the opinions expressed by the French Delegate in a former meet-

ing nd since supported by a number of other Delegations. If you agree,

x.Chairman, I myshould like to reserve :rositifoon until a later stage c

the discussions.

R.pHOLAT (Bium)n(Interretation): Ir. theame of Belgium I should like

to associate self with the reservations expressed by the Delegate of the

Netherlands. Belgium also beleievoes that the quastin of votingis n

eaxtremely complex nd important problem for the future of the Organisation

and, as wen havee onlyebeen iformd sinc yesterdaymof the memorandu of

the United ingdom Delegate, the BelgianlDelegation, deeing that this

memorandum is of grweat importance, ishes to refer the matter to its

Gocverment, and to onnmbvey to its Goveent the opinions and the precedents

quoted in the United Kingdom memorandum In any case, the matter does not

seem to the Belgian Delegation to be so urgemnt,n since the meoradum itself

foresees that it will be submitted to a Drafting Committee for further

study, ad therefore the Belgian delegation prefers to express its opinion

later when the discussion has progressed further.

M. OFAL (Norway): I thinhek rethat at t' pivis meeting I expressed general

agreement with the stateyment made b the Delegate of Franfce to the efect
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that in the full meeting of our Organisation there should be an equal vote

for everybody. I would add that I have no instructions because my

Gavernment had before them only the Draft Charter submitted by the United

States Delegation, and had no reason to go very fully into it at this stage,

but asmy personal opinion I would add that, as far as the Executive

Board is concerned, I would feel it entirely reasonable - I would almost

say imperative - that the great trading Powers should have a special

position. In the draft of Article 57 it is said that "a retiring Member

shall be eligible for immediate re-election". That must certainly apply

to the Governments of the great trading powers. With regard to the

majority of the Executive Board, say at least ten of them, I would rather

like rotation to be introduced. I just mention this tentatively so as

to throw the necessary light upon my attitude with regard to Article 53,.

namely that it is in no way my intention to deny the special position of

the, great trading countries.

MR. LE COULLARD (Canada): I join with the last three or four Delegates who

- have spoken in recognising this question as a very complicated one and

for that reason I speak necessarily without the detailed study which this

question requires. On first impression, Canada would be inclined, I think,

to support the proposition put forward by the United Kingdom Delegate,

namely, that the principle of weighted voting should apply in the Conference.

On that point we differ from the Delegate of Norway in the sense that we

should like the representatives of major countries to en oy the strength

reflected in their economic powers in the Conference rather than in the

Executive Board. While I pause, Mr. Chairman to allow the interpreters

time to catch up, I would point out that Canada is a democratic country.

Wewould however reserve until after clarification our view on the proposal

that the same principle should be extended to voting in the Executive

Board. We are not clear as to what the United Kingdomproposal intends in
..-to -s. cpport of t rlii h

.gwes< - ^tte 'nthb f lihtd otin -i te

Pe
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Conference is in agreMnt with the practical application of our view

thatn, generally speakiog, ~berhip in the Orgaisation should be cn a

wdea basis as pososible and that it should be on a,functi al2basis,
bMemasd on fauncteional principles. Once a 1er has sherc to the

princeiples of anthe wiCharter of this specialisd agency,d I sh to

undeerline the word "speialistd, he voicc o that member in the

C-fereno should be eroorial to that member' s functional efficiency,

that is to its real iportance, its interest in and contribution towards

thee fulfilment of the objbtWvcsof the Organisation. i~recognise of

- course the need forereviewing periodically th formula on which the

relative weights wilnl be based, so that accput can be taken - and this

point was made bythe Delegate from India - of gradual developments in a

county' s econoz.u Almternatively the forsml. igh be based on a

running three-year average, beginning with a base period probably

i eiatel-e-.wa.

MR. UME(Un-ic f South Africa): YoMu looked at me, ir. hairman, as if

you eretemd rentosay so:-etIig, lthough 1 ha not intakKended to speoa

at this oint. However, it seems to me that there is a certain of

thing going omon here,m and se of us ay not be clemar in our own inds

in an event. A suggestion was made that in theFnca-e of the Pr and

the Bckthe members actually brroughtamin. aayng =onts, and it really

seo thaete thehintcrs wr2h countries haeve in iLnortional trade

very substantially varies too. It is for us to decide whether that

vaying intearest, thc varying amount bought into the welfare of

international trade, should be recognised. The suggestion wmas also ade

that this Organisatlion shoud be based on democratic principles, and

therefore one nation should have one mvote. I ust confess that it seems

to me that one rather overdoes this talk about democratic principles.

Surely it imois not d-cratic the oroiganisatn will not be democratic -

if you are going tnmo have EBoecutive ard with permanent seats?

- 23 .



Similarly the United Nations Organisation is by no means democratic. We

have heard about the veto hero this afternoon, and it vitiates the whole

principle of democracy in the Organisation. We simply must recongnise

that there is a variation in the responsibility and in leadership.

What I'have said does not mean that I reject entirely the American

suggestion of one vote per member, nor that I entirely accept the

British proposals. It seems to me that the criteria suggested in the

United Kingdom proposal can very well be explored further. I would like

to wind up by saying that there is no need for us - in fact it would

not be wise for us, to come to a final decision today or at this meeting,

A great deal of thought will still have to go into this proposal, and it

seems to me that is wisdom to suggest that the Drafting Committee should

further explore possible criteria that might satisfy everybody, in order

to incorporate into the Charter this concept of a varying interest in

world trade and in world prosperity.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have heard from most of the Delegates their views on

this matter of voting in the Conference, and of course incidental to

that there have been expressions of view also with reference to permanent

membership of the Executive Board. However, in regard to the latter,

that will be the next item on the agenda and I think we shall have to

have more discussion. Meanwhile, it seems to me that a useful course

of action might be this: that we shoid ask those members of the Committee

who have indicated that they are favourable to some kind of weighted

system of voting, or who have at least indicated that they are not very

much opposed to it or are uncertain regarding it, should constitute

themselves as a small sub-committee to prepare an alternative draft

provision to that which is in the. Charter as proposed by the United

States. I should explain that suggestion a little further. It seems

apparent from the discussions we have had this afternoon that if a poll

were taken of this Committee the majority would favour this system of

onecountry one vote in the Conference. It is equally clear that
-24-
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not all- rnembers of the Committee agree to that. As has been mentioned

by the Delegate of South Africa, it is not necessary at this meeting
of the Preparatory Committee, to resolve this matter. There will be

an interim drafting committee which will as I understand it, be expected
to draft alternative provision for further consideration next spring,

whenever we encounter cases where there is a real division of opinion in

a Committee with reference to a provision in the Charter.

- 25
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It would seem to me that this is a case where that situation will apply.

I would take it that so far as the majority of this Committee is concerned

the provision, as it stands in the American draft Charter, is satisfactory.

Let us have the alternative draft as proposed by the minority, and let

both of those positions go into the record and be available to the
Drafting

Interim/Committee for its work between now and the second meeting of the

Preparatory Committee. Would that suggestion meet with the approval of

this Committee?

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): I would like to know if we are here to decide

something in principle or not. I would like to know if really the majority

of the Committee is for the amendment or against the amendment, because

that would be a clear indication of the feeling of this Committee, because

we are here to do something. Later we can have a report, and the

Committee will decide what course to take;

THE CHAIRMAN: I can say, in reply to the Brazilian Delegate, that the

summary record of this meeting this afternoon will clearly indicate what

the majority view of this Committee is. It is already apparent from the

individual remarks made by the different members. I see no particular

point in going through the formality of having a show of hands about the

matter, but of course if the Committee feels that we should take a formal

vote on it, I am in the hands of the Committee and we will proceed to do

so.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): Otherwise people would not be sure what is the

opinion of this Committee.

MR BURY (Australia): I would suggest that this is much too early a stage

to have decisions in-black and white, "Yes" or "No", and that we should

- record the views and hand them on to the Drafting Committee. It will

be obvious, as you suggest, Mr Chairman, what the feeling of the Committee

is;butthatshould not overbear subsequent proposals coming from other

bI N' t

-;0-S:.shod o adrto-thaD. that re tw delegtes whio
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have saIhat they have not yet received instructions from their

governments ion thisn matter, and I think it would be better if an pportuity

were given t hem to obtain those instructions ard t have their positions

indiat'd in the.record.

P;LMiGUaazl): Does -that men that there will be abstention by' those

Deleggates if it is to be "Yes" or "No?.

E CMOomML-N:T would. presuably abstain frcr voti if a formal vote were

taken today.

R HOTE (IUnited Kingdom): HrrChirman, 1 wa hoping to have an opportunity

at some stage (not necessarily now) to reply to one or two of the points which

have been made by certain delegates here in criticism of our proposal. I would

therefore feel that perhaps for the reasonqs you have given, we have not uite

athought this thing out as far s we should yet.

a3 k !N: osition, formal or otherwise, taken by this Committee today

can be nothing more than a tentative or a provisional one. Obviously, anything

with reference to this Charter is open to later considertion. This is a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ pnt arcosoain. Thsi
prelimin=yConference. It seems to me, th1ceore, that there is little to

be gained by treating a matter like this, on which there is a difference of

opinion, as if today were the last opportunity to deal with the matter.

believe that it is viser to obtain the views of the Committee as fully

and as freely, as they care to express them, let that go into the record,
and let the mtter rest.

PZZIMT einterprs-stion 2r Chairan, would like to make a

proposal which would be submitted to the opinion of the Committee.

My point of view is not different on the question of voting in the Conference,

a. point of view which I have already had the honour of exprssing to the

Committee; but perhaps we might reach a compromise solution which would

consist in maintaining Article 53 as now drafted in the =eican proposals.

Secondly, in admitting permanent members to the Executive Council, I do not.

tlnk it is necessary to express any further arguments on thcsubject, as they

have already been expressed by other Dele'ie. Thirdly, in order to give a

certain guarantee, which I think must be recognised as necessary, we can study

27.



the particular point of the Charter where a vote of two-thirds majority

would be required. Actually, as far as Chapter 7, entitled

"Organization" is concerned, the Charter foresees that a certain number of

decisions would have to be taken by the Conference, and perhaps it might

be opportune to look at those cases again, and to decide which of these

would have to be subjected to a majority of two-thirds when they come to

be discussed by the Conference. I think that we might be able to give

satisfaction to everyone, since we would maintain the principle of the

single vote in the Conference. We would recognise the permanent

interests of some States and would entrust to them the matter of directing

the policy, or at least the execution of the Organisation by having

permanent members in Article 57. Again, one would offer certain elements

of guarantee by specifying the voting of two-thirds majority on questions

which seemed to be most important.

THE CHAIRMAN : The Chair had suggested a moment ago that it might be advisable

to have those countries which were inclined to favour the weighted system of

voting attempt to agree on some concrete proposal, to be considered as an

alternative submitted by a minority of the Committee I am not sure

whether, in the light of the subsequent discussion, that is an idea that

should be adhered to. An alternative would be, to let this matter of voting

in the Conference rest, as it were, for a while, while we proceed to a

discussion of the membership of the Executive Board voting, and if any

member wishes to come back to this matter of voting in the Conference, or if

it appears in the light of four further discussion of the Executive Board that

a certain course of action should be taken with reference to the matter of

how to submit this question of voting in the Conference to the plenary

session and to the Interim Drafting Committee, we can do that at a later

stage. I am in the hands of the Committee, and I would be glad to proceed

from this point in.any waythat youseefit.It seems to me that it might

be well to proceed now toaconsideration of Article 57. Already there has

beensome discussiononArticle 57 by way of anticipation growingout of the

E/PC/T/C.V/PV/8.C .3.



discussion on voting in the Conference. What is the pleasure of the

Committee: shall we proceed with Article 57?

OFTEDAL (Norway): Mr Chairman, the purpose of all our work here is to

obtain as unanimous results as possible. We are faced with two different

proposals in regard to the voting in the Conference, and I think it is very

wise, as you suggested, that those who constitute spokesman of the

alternative solution should come together and see whether they can

digfurther into that idea, nid then, at a later stage, we can see whether

we can perhaps convince them that our viewpoint is the better one.

I think there is nothing to be gained by simply shelving theUnited Kingdom

proposal. It has to be very very Carefully andfullyconsidered by those who

feel that they like it. Therefore, I think that your suggestion should be

acted upon. But that does not prevent us from immediately passing on to a

discussion of Article 57.

PARANAGUA (Brazil): Mr Chairman, I think the United Kingdom proposal

must have full consideration, but, in view of the discussion today, I propose

that in the record it should be mentioned that the Delegations of such-and-such

country were against the proposal and- such-and-such Delegations abstained from

-giving their opinion on the matter. In that way we would be able to see

the position absolutely clearly in the record.

29..
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MR BURY (Australia): I cannot accept the view of the Brazilian delegate at

all in this matter. He seeks a clear-cut decision; he wants it clearly

defined at this point and something which can be deduced from the records.

The atmosphere of this gathering in our opinion should be that of an ex-

change of views on the freest possible basis; and if at various stages

votes are to be taken, or anything recorded in a strictly formal way as

to how various delegates voted or that they said in relation to a

specific item in that form of Yes or No, then that is quite inappropriate.

MR HOUTMAN (Belgium) (interpretation): I should like to support the remarks

Made by the delegate of Australia. As far asBelgium is concerned, we

have a considerable interest in all these questions regarding organisation,

since Belgium is an important commercial power, and if we are forced

to abstain at the moment - and we excuse ourselves for that - it is

because we learnt rather late the position taken by the United Kingdom

and the arguments presented by that delegation. We are desirous, however,

of clarifying our position, and to express our opinion as soon as possible.

We would be extremely glad if the Committee would kindly allow us the

necessary time in order to form this opinion and to get contact with our

Government in order to express this opinion, while justifying it.

MR Le COULLARD (Canada): Mr Chairman, I should like to join the last two

speakers in my opposition to the Brazilian suggestion, but for a different

reason. The U.K. proposal is that weighted voting should apply in the

Conference and in the Executive Board. We have not yet discussed in detail

voting in the Executive Board, and for that reason we could not align the

delegates here to-day into two camps pro and con. I would suggest that we

go on with Article 58, voting in the Executive Board, because of the

interdependence of the two Articles 53 and 58; and it may be that the

opinions of the various delegations might change when the attitude of

other countries is known on Article 58.

THE CHAIRMAN: I thought that some other delegate had requested the floor,

but apparentlyhe has changed his mind.I will repeat my proposal. I

u
,. *
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I shall certainly change it. Myproposal is that we go forward with the

discussion of Articles 57 and 58 and second, that a sub-committee be.5 .n .5

constituted consisting of uthose contries whiecph have xresseda more or

less farurable inclination towards weighted voting. They would be re-

quested to prepare something concrete for the later consideration of this

Co=,tdee ana f the intdearimn-rfmminirEcoree fongllowir this Conference.

If there is no overwhelobming jection to that course of action, I would

like to proceed on that basis.

RANAGUA R PBrazil):migIt rappd h'- thwata ..=r ihgavnme, orEuestion

about permanent seats referred to in the coursfe o o ru discussion of other

Articles,d an that will be reserved.

CHAIRMAN:IMam zurei;h tI,js :t-aodt ursfulipstpor :. :ur.- t of your re-

rk.

ZA ; a ) ecauseother A.articles e connected .with .Arcle 5

of the original American proposal. That means that if we find something -

and I do not want to imply that we are accepting the British amendment-

THE CHAIRMAN: If I understand thepurport of your remarks, it is that

the position taken with reference to permanent membership of the Board

will necessarily have a bearing on this question we have discussed this

afternoon with regard to the system of voting in the Conference. I think

that is generally recognized; and since we cannot talk about everything

at once, we have talked chiefly about the Conference up to the present.

Nowmyproposal is that we talk a little less about the Conference and a

little more about the Executive Board. It would be understood, of course,

that there is a connection between the two. We have already heard the views

of some delegates with reference to this matter of permanement membership

of the Executive Board. I do not believe, however, that we have had a

very full polling of the views of this Committe on that question, and I

submit that it would be appropriate and timely at this point to develop

the views of the Committee further with respect tothe matter of permanent

seats on the Executive Board.

MR QURESHI (India): Mr Chairman, may I suggest for the consideration of the Chair,
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that we might disperse for ten minutes for tea before taking on this

important question?

MR NAUDE (South Africa): I support that.

THECHAIRMAN: It has been suggested that we take ten minutes out for

tea; I think the suggestion is a good one for that and other reasons.

We will re-assemble at ten minutes past five.

(After a short interval)

THE CHAIRMAN: The 15 minutes for tea have turned out to be a little more than

half an hour. It is now 5.25, and the interval seems to have had a deterrent

effect on some of the members, who are not back yet. I am sure there will

be very little time for a continuation of this discussion this afternoon, as

I think it will be necessary for me to stop in about 20 minutes, unless the

Committee very much wants to go forward now that it has had tea. I hope to

adjourn the meeting at about a quarter to six. That does not leave very
in

much time. However,/any time that remains it is possible that we might

complete the comments on the Executive Board in the matter of permanent

votes, so that so much will be on the record for further consideration. So

many members have already expressed views on that subject that there may not

be very much more to be said - but that may be an over-sanguine statement.

I suggest therefore that we should not take up the discussion on Article 57.

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand): A drafting point in connection with Article 57:

in drafting that paragraph it does not appear to have been taken into account

that; under the provise to paragraph 3of .Article 78 - it may be claimed here

that that paragraph has not been considered, but I am noting the point-

the number of members who bring the Charter into force may be under 15.

It would not therefore be possible to give effect to paragraph 1 of Article

57 if the membership, under the proviso, were under 15.

MR.HOLMES (United Kingdom).: That seems to me to be a perfectly sound point,

I imagine it could be dealt with by a.very smalldrafting amendment saying,
~~~~~
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'"Orashll consist of mem1e5 brs or such smeallr number mas ay correspond

dt the number, if less, of countriesa Aeegccg to bring teho nstruments

into force in accoradnecw ith Aritcel 7(83.)"

i. L. H. E.- BURY (Australia): On the subject of permazect memoeos for the

Executive Board, which I did not touch on previously, our preliminary

reaction is that it should hardly be necessary to provide that the main

trading nations have permanent seats on the Board, because we cannot

envisage that they would not be automatically re-clected. If the

Conference lacked the wisdom to elect the main trading nations to the

Executive Board, its future would be extremely bleak. Itake it, though,

that we are also considering Article 57 now in addition?

THECHAIRMAN: Article 57 is what we are considering.

MR. BURY (Australia): In relationship to the numbers of members of the

Executive Board, in the opinion of ourDelegation 15 is insufficient,

on the assumption that nearly all members atleast of the United Nations

And perhaps even others might become members. Our preliminary

view is that the figure should be nearer 20. We also think that in

electing members to the Executive Board due consideration should be

given to adequate geographical representantions

MR. QURESHI (India): I find myself in entire agreement with the views

expressed by the Delegate of Australia. We feel that the number 15 is

too small. If my memory does not fail me, I think in the former proposals

the number could go to 18. I think 20 would be a very fair number and

I should like. to emphasise also that due consideration be given to the

geographical areas represeted by the various members of the Conference.

33
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This should form a specific clause of the Charter,. so that these countries

receive adequate treatment.

MR COUILLARD (Canada): If I might carry on for a moment the trend of thought

which is apparent at the moment, I am not sure whether this proposed

addition would enter into Article 57 orArticle 59. I rather think it

would enter either in subparagraph 4 of Article 57 or be a new subparagraph.

We have observed that there is what we consider one rather serious

omission in the Draft Charter, in that there is no provision for attendance

of non-members of the Board who are members of the I.T.O. when matters of

particular concern to them are discussed. Therefore, we intend to suggest

the inclusion of a paragraph somethingon the following lines:-

"Any member of the Organization who is not a member
of the Executive Board shall be invited to send a
representative to any meeting of the Board called to
discuss a matter of particular and substantially concern
to that member. Such representative shall, for the
purpose of such discussions, have all the rights of
Board. members, except the right to vote".

That paragraph is intended to avoid some of the ambiguity that has arisen

over the interpretation ofArticle 31 of the United Nations Charter, for

example, which left the extent of the privileges of non-members sitting in

at the Security Council in some doubt, with the result that their

participation has been restricted and the value of their attendance very

often limited.

MR OFTEDAL (Norway): Mr Chairman, I generally adhere to the viewpoint of the

Australian Delegate, but I should like tomake one remark: I do not

very much like the proposal that a retiring member shall be eligible for

immediate re-election, because I think that a reasonable rotation is

necessary.. That touches also on the question of the number of the

Executive Board. If we have only 15, or even 18, and if we get, say,

45 or 50 members of the Organisation, it is most important that we have

a reasonable rotation. That also will secure a reasonable geographical

distribution. On the other hand, as I said earlier today, it is obvious

that the leading commercial powers must always be members of the Executive

Board. Therefore, although I do not make any formal proposal, I would
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favour something of the kind 'that the Executive Board shall consist of

15 members of the Organisation elected by the Conference; five of whom

shall be eligible for immediate re-election", thereby excluding the other

ten from immediate re-election. In practice, obviously, that would mean

that the leading commercia powers would be assured of a permanent seat.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that you have in mind chiefly the question of

ratio; that is, if it should be 20 instead of-15, you would prefer

some ratio?

MR OFTEDAL (Norway): No, I would not go higher than 5 members for permanent

seats. However, that is only one way of solving the problem; there may

bemany others which are perhaps better.

MR QURESHI (India): Sir, I am afraid the suggestion made by my colleague the

Delegate from Normay requires some clarification, because, as a matter of

fact, it introduces certain elements which are open to question. Either we

must agree to the principle of having certain permanent seats, and those

should be equitably and fairly distributed, both in regard to the importance

of the commercial powers and the geographical representation; :^ if the

question of permanent seats is not acceptable, then I think it would be

very objectionable if we said that only five seats were to be re-elected

and asked other people that they should not stand for re-election; or we

could make some reservation that it should be the important commercial

powers which will be re-elected at each election. This, I am afraid, will

introduce a very undesirable element into our Organisation. Either we

should definitely recognise the principal e of permanent representation of the

important powers, both aa regards their trade and as regards their

geographical, position (and in that case we will have to have an adequate

number as permanent members,. as in various other organisations), or it

should be free election, and then there should be no reservation as to who

should be re-elected.

MRHOUTMAN (Belgium)(interpretation): Mr .Chairman, I believe that, as far

as the Executive Board is concerned, we night perhaps follow the same

solution as the one which we adopted as far as the Secretariat personnel
35.
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are concerned, Here, we have acted on the following basis: We have said

that one must always take into account the activities and also geographical
representation. I believe that here also, as far as the Executive Board

is concerned, we might very well follow the same basis by taking the

commercial activities and on the: other hand, to a certain degree,

geographical representation, and we might adopt a solution analogous to

the one we have adopted as far as Secretariat personnel are concerned.

Such a solution conforms entirely with the United Nations Charter.

MR PALTHEY (France)(intepret-ation): I should like to suggest the establishment

of a permanent headquarters of permamenent mbers, and for the rest of

the Executive Board I entirely agree with the gNorwgiangDeleate's

parsoose, and I think there shoueld bcrotation, as rapid as possible

rota,tion,so that all countries might be able to bmeermbers of the

uxevetreBoard in as shorat ^m ineas possible.

Z UIRSHIh (India) If you w""l excuse me sugg.-tingC tt gaai, if anyW

rotation is to be introduced, it rneasnt hat those ouyntries which did not

havea .chance in the earlier election ofob aitinng a seat, would get in.

If we have nya reservationin our minds that the important powers should

alwaysg et in, the principle of rotation seems entirely unacceptable.

Suppsoing some ipmortant countries came in, those would have to vacate

their seats and some less important cuontreiswo uld have to opme in.

I would like my Norwegian colleague to throw somelig ht on how he suggests

it.

R OFTEDAP (Norway): IT answer to my I-dian colleaguet I would say that

I have not a very clear idea as to what is the best solution, but I thought

I had made myself perfectly clear. I know perfectly well what I am

aiming at. I am aiming:at rotation, and I am aiming at making the great

commercial powers permanent members of the Executive Board Those are the

two things we should achieve. I do not really mind how it is drafted.
I do not thinkthat I can agree with the IndianDelegate when he says he

dislikes the idea of reserving permanent seats for the main commercial

powers. I would mention for the sake of illustration, that when the
36.
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Charter of the United Nations was in draft, I said to my government

that I disliked the way in which the Economic and Social Council was set

up, because the main economic powers have not, got permanent seats.

We take it for granted that they will always be members of the Economic and

Social Council, and it has turned out in practice to be so. I would like

to be very sincere in such things, and I think it ought to have been

stated that these great powers should be members of the Economic and Social

Council . In the same way, I think we can perfectly well pass a ruling

according to which the main commercial powers of the world be would be permanent

members of the Executive Board.

MRPARANAGUA (Brazil): It seems to me, to a certain extent, that we are

prejudging this question about permanent seats. The whole question of

permanent seats -- we are not deciding about that. We are having a

discussion on the basis of the American Charter without discussing the

British proposal at this moment; otherwise we are prejudging this question.

MRHOLMES (United Kingdom): Mr Chairman, I feel some sympathy with the Brazilian

Delegate' s last remarks. I think it rather shows that, as we suggested

ourselves, there is a certain interdependence between the two questions of

permanent seats and voting. If members would look again at the beginning

of the United Kingdom memorandum, it will be seen that it says: "The

United Kingdom Delegation feels that the question of weight to be given to

the views of each member of the Organisation is one to which close attention

must be directed". We pointed out at the beginning that there were two

ways in which weight could be given to the views of the members; and my own

suggestion would be, if it meets with the approval of yourself, Mr Chairman,

and of the members of the Committee, that we should regard this discussion

both on voting and I think on permanent seats as adjourned for the moment,

partly because two Delegations have not yet had an opportunity of expressing

their governments' views, and partly because, as has been represented

rather forcibly this afternoon, the United Kingdom proposal may not have

been available in time for Delegates to give their very full attention to

it. I had, as I mentioned, one or two points, for instance, which (preferably

I think on a later occasion) I would still like to make on this question of
37.
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tn ained1 on he accusations vrhic-harebee d~rocd ginst rmy counry

of being undemocratic. I would just like to say this, that so far from

beikng unehjmdocratic, the essential thinlng ben our proposal was really a

hdemocratic one, because I canctth.han that it is really democratic tlathere

should ebe onee voted, fanor instance, to th Unitd Kingom d all the various

manaoother countries asscizeave Ilc y 'wic have a very ffeutive

Xtcwhifl ine natters idth -;-nih rganisati on is conerned.

L. fs.
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Now that in itself is really proof I think that we have to regard these

things on a functional basis, and that the sort of general principle that

may be applicable to a political matter of the highest importance as

onshrined perhaps in one part of the United Nations Organization arrange-

ments may not be applicable to everything. I do not wish to make any

great point about the United Naticns Organization; and our proposal, of

course, was on entirely different lines. But surely we should consider

this particular specialized agency from one point of view, perhaps. We

should consider this from every point of view and do whatever is appropriate.
It would not be appropriate, we think, that the United Kingdom and the

whole of the Colonial Empire should have only one vote. We feel that some

recognition would have to be given to that, and that in many ways the

suggestion that we have outlined is the best way of recognizing that fact

in the context of the international trade organization which we are attempt-

ing to set up. We feel that it would be farfrom democratic that there

should be one vote given to this particular member and its associates.

So that,M Cha iomanrmyproposal would be, if you agreed and1if he Cor-

nittee argeed,that we should regard this discussion as adjourned, perhasp

until a later occasion, when members have ha- a better opportunity of

cnosicerin gthis modest proposa lthat we have put in, of which, of course,

Idci;,v esome wraning at the meeting last week; and until toher dele-

agtions Iohhave no instructions at the momnet have been -ale to fomrulate

their views and )prhsap soemof th d ieeagtions which have already spoken

with so mehorror - I think rather unecessaxy horror - at those views,

may h v efurther tiem to think aobut tie.m I just wanted to add that I

htink it was the Chilean delegate hwo exprsesed soem indignation that this

haa been, as it were, sprun g upon the Committee nad that this was not in

the document on which his caceptnace of the invitation to attend had been

based. eWll, we, to,o in the Unite dKingdom might sya that there were

certain things in the United States Charter which come as a slight surprise

to us, but we ar enevertheless hre and very ,gdadto be here, because this

is a oplaing of ideas in what we hocp will be the interests of everybody.
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MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): Mr Chairman, I am sorry to come backagain to this

question, but the British delegate has raised the point again. There is

no indignation on my part about this question. I am the first to re-

cognize the economic importance an the commercial importance of the

British Empire, as is everybody else; but if the AmericanGovernment can

put forward a proposal like this, being such a great economic and commer-
cialpower, why cannot other countries accept that too? I would like an

explanationabout that.

THE CHAIRMAN: Now, Gentlemen, as faras concerns the suggestion of the

United Kingdom, that we should adjourn further discussion of this matter

of the Conference and theExecutive Board to some later date, I believe

that time itself hss taken care of that for this afternoon. I do not

believe that we can continue our deliberations any longer to-day. It

is new ten minutes to six, and the question would simply be whether we

should, if not at the next meeting, at least at some meeting later this

week, resume discussion of this whole matter. Wehavenot comleted the

discussion of Article 57; we have not got to Article 58; and I think that

we should endeavour, as soon as we can usefully do so, to complete this

discussion of everything bearing upon the Conference, voting in the

Conference, and the constitution of the Executive Board, and whether or

not there might be permanent membership on the Executive Board. I do

not think that we have realIy completed our discussion, but it is perfectly

apparent, of course, that the larger number of meters of this Committee

are inclined, as far as the Conference is concerned, to favour a system

of one country one vote; the record is clearanough upon that; but we

ought to follow through and complete the whole record including this

matter of the Executive Board; and I think also that there should, be an

opportunity for the delegates from the two countrieswho have not taken_

up a position puon teh mattera nd who have asked for instructions to

-Terfoe T.exprssTh thfeir vIisugge" upon it. s-eore,: t that at a later time,

-jc- metnlumei,datcuer this w7heeek, wexcures isession t Eetive

Bord, ^ perhapss by at time we will have the views of the 'othr two
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members and we will make the record as complete as possible on this sub-

ject. I would suggest, then, that for the moment we drop the matter of

the Executive Board and the Conference and that at the beginning of our

next meeting we should take up the report of the General Committee which

was set up a few days ago and consider their recommendations. I under-

standfrom the Secretary of this Committee that this could be ready even

for a meeting tomorrow if we could arrange a meeting of this Committee,

and then, after we have disposed of them, we could proceed, if we were

not ready to resume discussion of the Executive Board, to take up

Article 1, Purposes, and Article 50, Functions; so that I believe we

would have plenty of grist for our mill. I am hopeful that we can go

shead with a meeting tomorrow. I will ask the Secretary if he thinks

that is possible.

COMMITTEE SECRETARY: Mr Chaiman, all I can say is that if the Committee

instructs me to arrange a meetinh for tomorrow I have no doubt it will

be so arranged. I have been unable to get the exact programme for to-

morrow, but members will note in to-day' s Journal there is tentatively

scheduled :nzetinr- in the morning of Committee II and of the drafting

sub-committee of Committee IV, and in the afternoon their is tentatively

schedule a meeting of CommitteeI. We could meetperrhaps tomarrow after-

noon.

MR COLBAN (Norway): Could not we meet at 11. o'clock tomarrow morning?

COMMITTEE SECRETARY : We could, but it would look rather conspicucus because

all other Committees are meeting at 10.30.

MR COLBAN (Norway): My only worry about tomorrow afternoon is that the

meeting would probably so on rather late, and I have, as have perhaps

some other members, to go to the U.S.S.R. Reception. It is their great

day, November 7th.

THE CHAIRMAN: As for as the Chairman is concerned, the morning is perfectly

all right. Is there serious objection to our meeting even at 10.30, and

would the Norwegian delegate be opposed to our meeting at that time?

MR COLBAN (Norway):No, not a bit.

1.4
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THE CHAIRMAN:Would 10.30 be agreeable to the Committee We might then take

up, as I say, the report of the sub-committee.

MR PARANAGUA (Brazil): I think there will be no time tohave the answer

from the two members who are consulting their Governments.

THE CHAIRMAN: That would not be taken up; that would bedeferred.

MRHOUTMAN (Belgium) (interpretation): Would that be 10.30 tomorrow morning?
COMMITTEE SECRETARY: Yes.

MRHOLMES (UK): Might I ask one question. It is this. Are we to regard

Article 65, which is a function of the Committeeon Business Practices,

asappropriately falling to this Committee or to Committee III, which

deals particularly with restrictive business practices? If I am right

in thinking that the Chairrnan of Committee III is not anxious to take

that as part ofthe workof that Committee, I would like guidance, because

I would like to knowwhether it would beappropriate that we should

submit onComminttee V the paper, orpart of the paper, which the United

Kingdom has already ventured,. in all humility, to put before Committee III.

THECHAIRMAN.: The thought that I had in mind with regard to these portions

of the functions of the various Commissions was that they would be

considered by this Committee in conjunction with the other Committee

concerned that in the case of the Commission on business Practices we

wouldhave to review this matter in linison with Committe III, and that

there mightwellbea small joint sub-committee set up to correlate

carefully what hdd been done in Committee III with that part of our pro-

posed draft here which had to do with the Organization, so as to make:

sure that everything will be properly synchronized.

MR HOLMES (UK): I think it is only a matter of your ruling whether or not

Committee V is the dominant parter in the combination.

M fols.
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